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Now What?

Disclosure to Participants
•

–
–

Please refer to learning goals and objectives
Learners must attend the full activity and complete the evaluation in order to claim continuing
education credit/hours

•

Conflict of Interest (COI) and Financial Relationship Disclosures:

•

Non-Endorsement of Products:

–

–

•

A 37-year old Deaf female
arrives for assessment for
DSMES. She uses ASL, is a
poor reader, and brought her
9-year old daughter to
interpret.

Notice of Requirements For Successful Completion

None of the presenters have any COI/Financial Relationships to disclose

Accredited status does not imply endorsement by AADE, ANCC, ACPE or CDR of any commercial products
displayed in conjunction with this educational activity

•

Off-Label Use:
–

This presentation does not contain any off-label use of any products.

•

What assistive technology might be helpful for her to make
appointments without involving her child?
• What does your staff need to know about this?
What service should you arrange for DSMES?

Now What?

CONSIDER THESE
SITUATIONS…
Ann Williams

Now What?
A 62-year old man with profound hearing loss
arrives for his first diabetes education session.
• What is the first question
you should ask about his
hearing?
• How can you seat him ?
• What could you offer him to
help him hear the classes?

A blind father’s 4-year-old son is
diagnosed with diabetes.
• How does the father access
print?
• What reading material can he
use to learn about carbs?
• What should your staff ask to
help the father feel
comfortable in your office?

Now What?
A 60-year-old woman with newly
diagnosed type 2 diabetes wants
to attend group DSME classes,
but is unable to see slides,
videos, or handouts.
• What do you need to ask about how she accesses print?
• When you show a video, how can you make sure she is
able to learn all important information in the video?
• What formats of accessible handouts can you offer?
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Background:
Average Person Design
and Inclusive Design
Ann Williams

Design Philosophies
• In the U.S., “Average Person Design” is the
default design philosophy
– Design for the middle 80%-90%
– Invented during WW2 to design military machines
– Used extensively in the postwar years
• Many of our private and public spaces
designed for “average people”
– Problems?

We have begun to use a more
inclusive way…
• Now we would never build a hospital
without elevators and ramps, and the
elevator always has braille numbers and
audio cues for the floors
• Where did these ideas come from?

Inclusive Design: A Newer
Design Philosophy
• DEFINITION: The design of mainstream
products and/or services that are
accessible to, and usable by, as many
people as reasonably possible ... without
the need for special adaptation or
specialized design.

• Developed to meet demands for raised by
the disability rights movement of the 1990’s
• The design of mainstream products and/or
services that are accessible to, and usable
by, as many people as reasonably possible
... without the need for special adaptation or
specialized design.

Why is Inclusive Design
Needed in DSMES?
• People with
disabilities are
EVERYWHERE, in
all populations and
age groups.
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More specifically,
among people with diabetes
• Many people also have sensory disabilities
(disabilities of hearing or vision or both)
– Impaired hearing: 21%
– Impaired vision: 19%

• This is a large enough population that you
need to assess it in your demographics and
plan for it

• A misconception: Sensory disabilities are
almost entirely complications of diabetes
• The truth:
– Sometimes these disabilities are a complication of
diabetes
AND

– Many people have one or more sensory disability
from a cause other than diabetes at diagnosis of
diabetes

A few examples of non-diabetes
causes of sensory disability:
• Exposure to loud noises throughout life
• Age-related macular degeneration
• Accidents, stroke, or diseases of eyes or
ears
• Congenital conditions: sensory disability
at birth

2 (out of 7) Major Principles of
Inclusive Design from Architecture
1. Equitable Use: the
same design can be
used by everyone
2. Perceptible
information:
flexibility of ways to
present information

Historic Universal Design Reference
The Principles of Universal Design
From:
The Center for Universal Design, NC State
University

Foundational orientations in ID:
• Variation in human abilities is common and
expected. It’s normal to be different.
• Thoughtful design eliminates barriers for
the many people whose needs are not
addressed by Average Person Design.
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ADA Requirement

Automatic door opener, also initially for
people using wheelchairs

Inclusive design is now required by the Americans
with Disabilities Act for public spaces, government
agencies, and organizations that accept
government money

Unintended Benefits of Inclusive
Design:

Television captioning, initially developed for
deaf people

• Good ID makes something more flexible, more
comfortable, and easier to use for everyone.
• For example, consider these common designs,
all of them created for people with disabilities….

A few examples of successful
inclusive designs in everyday life:

Recorded books, initially developed for blind
people

Curb Cuts, initially developed for people in
wheelchairs
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Some mainstream products have accessibility
features built in, e.g., the iPhone and iPad

Designing the DSMES Visit
Michelle Litchman

If you plan for inclusion, you will
serve other people better too

Is Your Building Accessible?

• People who have:
– Low literacy
– Dyslexia or other learning disabilities
– ADHD
– Any condition that impairs concentration
– English as a second language

A few readily-achievable strategies to
design for inclusion in DSMES during the
planning phase:
1. Designing DSMES visits
2. Designing DSMES handout materials

You and Your Staff Should Consider:
•
•
•
•
•

Assessing disability effects on DSMES
Orienting to learning area
Role of lighting
Accessing ASL interpreters
Teaching how to use adaptive equipment
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Assessment for Disability

The Role of Lighting for Lipreaders

• Do you have any problems with
– Hearing
– Seeing
– Reading
– Using your hands
– Walking

– Getting around
– Understanding what people
tell you
– Learning something new

• What helps?

Offer Orientation to DSMES Area

Not All Deaf People Lipread, and…
• Only 30-45% of lipreading is understood

The Role of Lighting in Low Vision

Scheduling / Follow-Up Contact
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Relay Services During Appointments

Adaptations for Low Vision

Digital Displays
mg/dL

Interpreter

Deaf Patient

mg/dL

Diabetes Educator

102

mg/dL

Large Font
Labels

Deaf Patient

*CDI

mg/dL

Interpreter

Diabetes Educator

102

mg/dL

Audio
Labels

Braille
Labels

*CDI = Certified Deaf Interpreter
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Insulin Delivery for Low Vision

versus

Statistics
• Approximately 48 million (about 20%)
Adults in the United States have significant
hearing loss
– About 80% of those who can benefit from
hearing aids don’t use any amplification
devices
– Social isolation can be an issue

Adaptations for Hard of Hearing/Deaf

How do you begin?
• Ask about
– Level of schooling
– Preferred learning style
• Best conditions for hearing
• Use of lipreading
• Use of hearing aids or personal amplifiers
• Comfort with English-language materials
• Handout materials should be appropriate for
preferred learning style.

Difference between deaf and Deaf

Designing DSMES Handout
Materials for People with
Hearing Loss
Bonnie Bartos

• deaf: hard-of-hearing or no hearing, but can use
English as a language
• Deaf: Unable to hear from early in life. Sign
language is first language, and English is a
second language, if the person can use English at
all
• High rate of low literacy among Deaf people
– Difficult to learn to read English as a second
language without phonics
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Learning Preferences

Hearing Loss and Audio Learning

• Visual Learning – often preferred over auditory
• People who used spoken language before
hearing loss can often read well
• Deaf people can learn to read English; some do

• Even with some hearing, poor speech
discrimination can impair understanding.
Examples:

– Learners with good reading skills may prefer printed
handouts

– Misinterpreting “Health Disparities” as “Healthy
Asparagus”
– Confusion with verbal numbering: 50 and 15 sound
and look the same on the lips

• Others feel more comfortable with pictograms or
task-based learning

• Use audio learning if preferred by the learner;
reinforce with visual cues

Deaf Health Literacy

Pictograms and Inclusive Design

• A study completed in 2015 revealed:

• Pictograms are simple drawings used to
illustrate ideas
• Can be part of Inclusive Design, useful for:

– Low Health Literacy was an issue for 48 percent
of the Deaf participants
– Deaf individuals were found to have 6.9 times
greater difficulty with inadequate health literacy
than those without hearing impairment

Impacts on Health and Treatment
• Low health literacy results in lack of
understanding core elements of treatment.
This can lead to:
– Taking the wrong dose of medication(s)
– Omitting key elements of self-care (good foot
care).
– Reduced life expectancy

–
–
–
–

People with hearing loss
Visual learners
People with learning disabilities and/or ADHD
English as a Second Language (ESL) users

Pictograms Facilitate Visual Learning
• Images should be detailed, though not to
the point of appearing “busy”.
– Pictogram materials reinforce information in
verbal or print format
– Images provide visual reminder of care tasks
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Provide details with less wording

Pictures with
limited or no
wording reduce
confusion

Advantages of Pictogram
Materials
• Can stimulate discussion of the images
• Many learners find pictures easier to follow
• Pictures can also be useful for children
– Handouts can be taken to school for teachers
and other staff

Using Pictograms:
Review Materials with Learner
• Ask the learner to
describe the
images
• Ask, “What do you
do when this
happens to you?”

Using Pictograms: Teach-back
• After covering all instructions, ask learner to
“teach-back” using the pictures
• Provide feedback about what they did well and
areas that need more work

Limits of Pictograms:
Visual Impairment
• Pictograms are often not useful for learners
with visual impairment
– Some learners with low vision can use
pictograms with enlarged images and thick lines
– For people with low vision or blindness, a
recording of descriptions of the images and any
words on the pictogram may help

Conclusion
• Allow the learner to:
– Identify the pictures with
their own terms.
– Make notes on the papers.
– Demonstrate skills or
details shown in the images
when possible.
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Making Visual Information
Accessible

Eileen Rivera Ley

What Is Low Vision?
Def: Trouble seeing even with
glasses or contacts
• Mild - severe
• Central vs peripheral loss
• Different responses to light

Individuals Are Unique
• Visual needs and abilities differ
•
•
•
•

Independence, confidence
Advocacy skills vary
Some use alternate formats and adaptive tech
Others don’t

?

Always Ask
“What can we do to make this
easier for you?”
Ask early, ask often
Sometimes they know, sometimes not

Making Videos Accessible
• Audio Description Prerecorded
Tracks are Becoming More Available
– But no known audio described diabetes
videos
• Live Descriptions of Visual Images:
You can do it!

When One Size Fits One…
We Need:
Text Customization
To Insure Access
• Link:
Text Customization for Readability, E.R.Ley
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Don’t Worry!
With E-Files it’s Simple and
Affordable to Create Accessible:
•
•
•
•

Large print
Braille
Audio
Digital Information

Creating Access with Large Print
3. Highest Tech
• Email, text, or airdrop
documents in advance
• People use Assistive Tech like
Magic™, ZoomText™, or iOS
Zoom or Magnifier™

Easy Large Print
Lowest Tech:
• Use bold black felt tip pens
on plain index cards.
• Good for phone numbers,
appointments, or brief
instructions

Large Print Pitfalls
•
•
•
•
•
•

Beware of pdfs, pictures of text
Copier enlargements don’t work
ALL CAPS, italics, underlines,or compressed text
Paper: avoid dark colors or shiny finishes
Link:
Low Vision Logic Design Tips

Low Vision Logic Design Tips

Creating Access with Large Print
Higher Tech:
• Reformat Word docs or
PowerPoint slides
• Use clean, clear fonts. Sansserif fonts like Arial,
Helvetica, Calibri
• Sizes: Big, bigger, best:16pt,
24pt and 32pt

•
•
•
•
•
•

Think high contrast
Bigger, Bolder, Brighter
Vary font sizes, use headings
Ensure margins and spacing
Simplify graphics
Use page numbers and binding
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Guidelines for Large Print Formats
• From the UK Association for Accessible
Formats
• From American Printing House for the
Blind
• From the American Council of the Blind

Providing Access with Paper Braille
1. Low Tech
• Braille is preferred by those
who have been trained
• Some use Braille
notetakers for record
keeping
• Paper Braille require special
formatting and production
Braille Transcriber List

Providing Access with e-Braille
High Tech
• Refreshable Braille displays
with software allow users to create digital Braille
from text, Word, and e-pub files

Creating Audio Access
Lowest Tech:
– Readers can read info aloud
Higher Tech:
– Voicemail, descriptive video
Highest Tech:
– Digital books and audio recordings with apps
– Electronic Documents send via email to PC to be read
by access software like Jaws or VoiceOver

Creating Audio Access
• Digital recorders and players
• Smart phones and tablets with built-in assistive tech
make text messages, Word files, email and websites
readable
• Online resources:
• https://www.niddk.nih.gov/healthinformation/diabetes

Bridging the Gap:
Living with Blindness and Diabetes
– Uplifting stories
– Practical diabetes basics
– Ideas on managing diabetes
without vision
Large Print,Digital and audio versions:
https://nfb.org/Images/nfb/Publications/bo
oks/BridgeGap_Diabetes.htm
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More Accessible Books on Diabetes
Talking Books-The Library For
the Blind (NLS) serves people
who are text disabled
• Offers FREE talking books
• Digital players via mail,
PCs, and smart devices
• https://www.loc.gov/nls//

ADA on Communication Access
• ADA Checklist for Healthcare Facilities:
• Who is covered:
– State local government services-title II
– Businesses and non-profit organizations-title III

• Americans with Disability Act Requirements for
Effective Communication

More Audio and Digital Materials
NFB Newsline for the Blind
– Read papers and magazines via phone or computer
Diabetes Forecast, Diabetic Living, All-Recipes
– www.nfbnewsline.org or call 1-866-504-7300

REVISITING OUR EXAMPLES…
Ann Williams

Bookshare for the Blind
– Downloadable, accessible digital books
https://www.bookshare.org/cms/

Important Referrals:
• Low Vision Rehabilitation
• Blindness Skills Training: A list of services by
state: https://www.afb.org/default.aspx
• Positive Peer Support

Now What?
A 62-year old man with profound hearing loss
arrives for his first diabetes education session.
• What is the first question
you should ask about his
hearing?
• How can you seat him ?
• What could you offer him to
help him hear the classes?
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Now What?
A 37-year old Deaf female
arrives for assessment for
DSMES. She uses ASL, is a
poor reader, and brought her
9-year old daughter to
interpret.
•

•

Questions?

What assistive technology might be helpful for her to make
appointments without involving her child?
• What does your staff need to know about this?
What service should you arrange for DSMES?

Now What?
A blind father’s 4-year-old son is
diagnosed with diabetes.
• How does the father access
print?
• What reading material can he
use to learn about carbs?
• What should your staff ask to
help the father feel
comfortable in your office?

Now What?
A 60-year-old woman with newly
diagnosed type 2 diabetes wants
to attend group DSME classes,
but is unable to see slides,
videos, or handouts.
• What do you need to know about how she accesses print?
• When you show a video, how can you make sure she is
able to learn all important information in the video?
• What formats of accessible handouts can you offer?
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